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include this addendum / clarification when submitting the

#

INQUIRY

RESPONSE

I

Is there any demolition work?

Yes, a security post, a reception, adjoining
boundary wall and a vehicle shed needs to
be demolished. also, there's a dish antenna
field that has a foundation underneath that
requires removal.

Notc; Existing Gnto noods to be rolocnted to
far end by the successful Tenderer to create
an access to Television Maldives. Thus
2

Do you have Any ground survey/ Site survey

3

report? Please share if available.
Can we go for an optional (Steel Building)?

The Emolover Encourases Site Inspection.
There is no existing ground survey report or
site survev reoort.
The Employer Prefers a full Concrete
Building. However, the Tenderer may
incorporate partial steel Structures to
achieve the objectives and requirements
mentioned in the bidding document. (If a
steel strucfure is used at any area, it must be
hot dip galvanized steel confirming to EN

ISO 1461 standard.
4
5

Please mention the acceptable Advance
Pavments oercentase.
Please mentioned the acceptable project

duration?

That shall be l5%o
Employer expects completion

months.
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INQUIRY

RESPONSE

6

Are dimensions given in the brief fixed or
tolerable for minimal adiustments?
Re-confirmation that this building will be
designed with a basement. Please note that,
area is getting flooded, larger pump room may
be need though this requirement is given in the

Yes, it is tolerable with minimal

7

adiustments.

This building should be designed with a
basement and a pumping station.
The Employer prefers a basement parking.

brief.
8

9

Is there an existing parking or do we need to
provide parking spaces as per regulation?
For this specific building it will require 8%o of
total built-up area and not lesser than 50Yo of

footprint.
Will you require separate entrance/lobby for
commercial offices for lease? It is mentioned to
have separate/designated
and PSM.

lift for commercial

Parking space should be incorporated as per
the regulation.

No. A single Entrance is acceptable, and
segregation can be done once an individual
has passed through reception / security area.
No individual should be able to pass the
reception without clearance unless carrying
a pass.

10

ll

For Commercial Office Lease, is there any
specific size or number of offices required
based on study? It is mentioned to have 3
separate areas per floor, does this mean that we
maximize the plot and divide it into 3?
It is assumed that equipment that will be
stored/placed in this structure, will there be a
required temperature to be maintained 24 hours
like the UPS, Control room and Internet Server
Room? If so, will you require any specific

Airconditioning System?

Yes, the Tenderer is to maximize the plot
and divide it into 3 parts so that the
Employer can lease the whole floor, or part
ofit as required by prospective tenants.

Control rooms, Studios, Server room,
Electrical panel room, UPS room & other
technical area's temperature should be
maintained at22C.
The Employer prefers VRV type in general.
However,

(a) The Tenderer shall

propose a

different Air-conditioning solution

for Editing/Dubbing Suites,
Controls and Studio based on noise
level. (The required quietness in
such areas is between 25 to 30

decibels)
(b) The Server Room's Main Airconditioning solution shall be
independent from rest ofthe
buildings Air-conditioning.
(c) For the Server Room, an under-

floor air distribution system is
preferred, although ducted systems
are acceptable. In either system, " ir
racks need to be
r
isle/cold isle con
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floor. the raised floor must be
designed to accommodate the air
flow, and support weight of fully
loaded server racks.
(d) Server Room's cooling and
humidity control should be via an
independent AC system (i.e., not
connected to main building

system), with a return air design
point temperature and relative
humidity of 72"F (+2'F) and 45o/o
(+5Yo), respectively.
(e) There should be sufficient clearance
(minimum 4') between the A/C unit
and Racks from all directions to
avoid potential damage from water

(0

I2

It is mentioned that building should

be

designed as a connecting building for future
expansion. Should we assuule that structures in
left side. will be renovated or reconstructed as
well and prepare connecting link as well?
I'3

leaks, as well as to allow for
maintenance access.
Server Room shall have a back-up
cooling solution (Split Type or
VRV from main buildings cooling
system.)

Yes, Contractor should assume that
structure in the left side will be
reconstructed as well be connectcd in
future,

tsuilding hcight, as per rcgulation can bc at its
maximum 253 meter respectively wherein 15
storey + GF + Rasement will he more than
enough, hence 17 levels might require special

Ycs. Thc Employer does not object in the
increase if height if it does not substantially

lrvrrrrissiurr. Plsahc rvuurrfirrrr if ws arv [u
desisn with this number of levels.

Iu +ilr,litiurr. lhp l-urpluvr,, is also willing to
accept variations (reduction) in the floor
height (in other office floors) to compensate
the requirements of the technical / studio
floors.

increase the cost, and if its permissible.
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